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Lynne knelt down beside Michael's still body and began to gently feel his neck and back, then his
extremities. "His left leg seems to be broken in two places. His right shoulder is badly bruised, but
seems to be intact, otherwise. It's this head injury I'm more worried about, but I want him moved to
where I can look at it more easily."

Mayor Riverton smiled for the first time since they had been trapped, and signaled some of the
men to help. Three of the scouts pushed a few tables together to place the man on, and he was
gently lifted, then carried to them. 

Lynne cleaned the head wound carefully then examined it closely. She sighed in relief. "It's not as
bad as I first thought; I'm not happy that he hasn't regained consciousness, though."

"Actually, he did for a minute -- at least partially," replied the mayor. "Jerry heard him moan; he
bent down and told him what was happening. Michael murmured something, then slipped into
unconsciousness again."

"I see. How long was he awake?"

"Only a few minutes, but I believe he understood what I told him," Jerry replied.

"That's good, then."

There was a shout from the area of the stairs. "I can hear something! It sounds like someone's
trying to get through the debris!"

Everyone began to talk excitedly and several people started to move in that direction. "Everybody,
freeze!" the mayor said loudly. "Keep quiet. We need to hear what's happening."

Silence quickly descended upon the room, except for noises from the top of the stairs. The mayor
cautiously moved forward and kept to one side, listening. Suddenly he heard a muffled, "Hello?
Can anyone hear me?"

"Yes! We're down here! We're alive, but several of us need medical help, one seriously!"

"Okay. Move everyone back as far as you can. We're going to break through in a few minutes,
mainly in the area of the ramp, so we can get the non-ambulatory people out more easily."

"Will do!" Mayor Riverton turned to the crowd. "Okay. Let's move back to the far wall, so no one
gets hurt when they get through the debris. We'll be out of here very soon, folks. Let's cooperate
all we can."

In a matter of minutes, everyone had moved - or been moved -- as far as possible from the debris,
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and they waited excitedly.

Suddenly there was a loud noise. Debris scattered and there was daylight pouring into the room.
Everyone cheered as they saw it, and the people carefully descending to help them.
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